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Colleges may take blame for government actions
In the last few weeks a number of news events
have taken place that may not have been very
noticeable, but which can seriously affect higher
education in a very detrimental way.
The first event was the publication of the results
of a survey conducted by New America, a non-partisan think-tank based in Washington, D.C. The
poll surveyed 1,600 people and found that the
American public is becoming more and more
ambivalent about the value of higher education.
Three-quarters of the respondents agreed that it is
easier to be successful with a college degree, but
one-quarter said higher education is "fine just the
way it is."
Although more than 60 percent of respondents
said higher education was good for society, about
26 percent said it was primarily a benefit for individuals, a belief that was shared by those who
describe themselves as conservatives, as well as
those who identify as liberals. These findings may
not seem like such bad news, but the level of dissatisfaction with higher education has continued
to increase ever since polls about this issue began
being conducted.
In a poll published just two weeks ago and conducted by Public Religion Research Institute (PRRI),
an American nonprofit, nonpartisan research and
educational group, more than half of respondents
who identified as white and working class agreed
that college was a "gamble that might not pay off,"
instead of a smart investment.
If you combine all these numbers the political
landscape for higher education looks far from

Dr. Aldemaro Romero Jr.
Letters from Academia
promising. With the majority of state legislatures
and governorships in the hands of Republicans,
they are seeing that their base is largely skeptical
about higher education and not overwhelmingly
supportive of it as a public good. That means that
they will get no pressure to maintain – much less
increase – support for public higher education.
In the New America poll, for example, 80 percent
of those who answered the survey said that community colleges contribute to a strong work force,
are worth their cost, and prepare people to succeed
– more positive perceptions than for any other
sector of higher education. Interestingly, the demographic in the poll that corresponds to Generation
Z (those born in the late 1990s to 2000), had the
highest estimation of public two-year colleges.
But most politicians see those colleges as the real
engines for more work-force preparation, not fullfledged universities, which are viewed as “elitist.”
Other news that has received little publicity
among in the current swirl of political scandals has
to do with student debt. Already acknowledged
as the main source of dissatisfaction about higher
education in this country, some political decisions
at the federal level are going to make things worse.
What has happened in the last few weeks is that
the Trump administration has taken action on three
important areas: The first is that the federal gov-

ernment has weakened accountability for the companies that administer student loans. For years,
the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has
documented thousands of cases in which loan companies have misdirected payments, lost paperwork,
and charged the wrong interest rate on loans. This
move means that these companies will no longer be
facing regulatory and legal challenges for its dealings with borrowers, meaning that abuses as well
as college student debt will continue to increase.
Second, the Department of Education is making
it more difficult for borrowers to apply for, and
stay enrolled in, income-based payment plans. In
order to enroll and stay in those programs, you
need to demonstrate that your income qualifies you
for the programs.
To do that, borrowers need access to data from
the Internal Revenue Service through its Data
Retrieval Tool. Yet, on March 3 the Trump administration took down the online Data Retrieval Tool
until at least October, making applicants’ lives
much more difficult because now they have no way
of applying for these programs online.
The third important move was made to give
banks more latitude to charge borrowers higher
fees (as much as 16 percent of the balance owed)
if they fall behind in the repayment of their loans.
This means more profits for the banks and higher
student debt in general, particular for those individuals with really low incomes since they are the
ones with diminished capabilities to pay on time.
This is not just greed; this is being mean to the
poor.

The only appeal that the victims of lending agencies have is the U.S. Consumer Bureau, an agency
that is also in the crosshairs of the current administration and Congress.
Given that together Americans owe more than a
trillion dollars in student debt, these new measures
will make a bad problem worse. And who will the
politicians blame for that? Not the government
(federal or state), but the universities themselves.
This has been the approach they have been taking
for many years, that student debt is a direct consequence of rising tuition and fees, of uncontrolled
spending, and in the maintenance of academic programs areas they consider unnecessary, meaning
those that they don’t see directly leading to a job.
How do public universities respond to this challenge? So far, it’s not been very intelligently nor
particularly courageously. First, the public university leaders whose jobs depend mostly on the good
will of politically appointed boards will avoid to
point the finger towards the real culprits – politicians who continue to defund public education.
After all, they don’t want to lose their jobs. Second,
they will continue to market their institutions on
the parts that have nothing to do with academic
achievement or professional preparation: athletics
and campus amenities, or on meaningless rankings.
As one politician often tweets: “Sad!”
Dr. Aldemaro Romero Jr. is a writer and college professor with leadership experience in higher education.
He can be contacted through his website at: http://www.
aromerojr.net

Nature Institute plans
Discovery Day Camp
For the Intelligencer
“The greatest camp there ever
was” is what summer campers at
The Nature Institute, located on 2213
South Levis Lane in Godfrey, Ill, sing
every year during a program for their
families after they have completed a
week with nature and friends.
“Discovery Day Camp” has been a
tradition of TNI. This program teaches
area youth about environmental sustainability all while having a fun, hands-on,
outdoor experience. Campers observe
wild animals in the woodlands and prairies, learn how to improve natural habitats and what it takes to become good
stewards of the land.
This summer program is for children pre-kindergarten through 12th
grade. Each week is dedicated to
a particular age range and area of
study with the pre-kindergarten session being a half day and offering the
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Children's garden
A children's garden – part of the Market Sprouts program – has been added to the Goshen Market this year. A small
plot of land on the south side of St. Louis Street, across from the Madison County Courthouse, is being used to allow
youngsters and opportunity to raise their own produce. Their efforts will be donated to a local food pantry later this
year.

Mentally ill turning to nursing homes
By JOE ROBERTSON
Kansas City Star
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — This is the shining
son, here on her phone, Clara Gamargo wants
back.
They're laughing together in selfies he took
barely a year ago — before that day he hurled her
onto the gravel of their Hickman Mills driveway
so hard that her lung collapsed.
Before she cowered in wait for the police,
watching him leaning against her car with a cigarette as if nothing had happened in his mysterious world living with schizophrenia.
Marquis Gamargo — at age 24 — is now locked
in a nursing home.
He's cast in a broken mental health system that
increasingly relies on nursing homes with secure
wings to handle mental illness' most difficult
cases.
The Kansas City Star (http://bit.ly/2qdERIr )
reports that it's a national struggle, bred by widespread failure to adequately support the community mental health services that replaced the mass
institutionalization of people with mental illness
that had persisted into the early 1980s.
When housing options run out, states turn to
skilled nursing homes — with 24-hour medical
staffing — that traditionally serve geriatric populations.
In Missouri, these skilled nursing facilities are
not monitored by the state Department of Mental
Health. Their residents live tucked away out of
the reach of mental health caseworkers.
Kansas licenses specialized nursing homes for
mental illness, but critics say too many residents
languish without aggressive care.
See the young man in the pictures? Gamargo
swipes through them. It was her birthday, and
Marquis playfully had sat on her lap — though
he's much bigger than her — flashing his bright
smile and the showman's flare that dazzled girls
and won him parts in high school plays.
Her son lives now in Levering Regional Health
Care Center, four hours away in Hannibal, Mo.
And it terrifies her.
"I have to give him help," she says through
tears. "I'm scared for him, he's so far gone."
That is what she told the man whose office
sent him so far away — Jackson County Public
Administrator John Killian — when he invited
her recently to talk about Marquis in a meeting
witnessed by The Star.
"He's lost most of his friends," Gamargo said. "I
don't want him to be alone, and lost."

But there at the table, she and Killian shared a
deep and mutual frustration.
Compromised choices are the only choices
they've got.
The best Killian could say about the circumstances that have led him to scatter some 150 people with severe mental illness in nursing homes
across the state is this: "It's not ideal."
Others speak in more dire tones. Gamargo and
the public administrator are snared in a state
setup that is irresponsible, many observers say.
The nursing homes "are way less than ideal,"
said Steve Jarvis, chairman of psychiatry at
Truman Medical Centers. "I found them to be
harmful. I would not want to send someone
there, even when picked up homeless on the
street."
It's "a tragedy" for many of the people locked
in nursing homes, said attorney Frank Murphy of
Kansas City, a former public administrator who
represents many people in guardianships.
"We are re-institutionalizing," he said. "Too
many go in, and they don't get out easily."
The actual number of severely mentally ill people placed in skilled nursing facilities is unclear,
but Ed Bothe, manager of an assisted living facility in Jefferson City, estimates that some 800 are
admitted every year in Missouri, now totaling in
the thousands.
In Kansas, where the state licenses nursing
homes specifically for mental illness, the results
are no better, advocates say.
Ten Kansas facilities are filled with nearly
700 severely mentally ill residents, many of
them young. But the resource-starved homes
provide little distinctive care for mental illness,
said Rocky Nichols, executive director of the
Disability Rights Center of Kansas.
"We've created a ghetto for people with the
most significant mental health needs," he said.
"You drop them off, and you're done. .What they
get is a bottomless supply of those little white
cups that hand out medication."
Several factors have led to this point. The facilities and services that make up the mental health
system are underfunded and overburdened.
State psychiatric hospitals in Missouri and in
Kansas have almost no beds available beyond
those occupied by people facing criminal charges.
Local hospitals with psychiatric wards are
pressed to discharge patients often before they
are ready to leave, as crisis cases keep coming
through the door.
Community mental health centers and the network of group homes and counseling programs
can't keep up with the demand for services.

Consequently, many people in psychosis, who
have refused medicine and care, become a danger
to themselves and others, with little standing
between them and homelessness or jail.
For decades, prisons were the "de facto longterm care" for mental illness's hardest cases,
said Mitch Landucci, a deputy case manager in
Killian's office.
But now nursing homes are taking their place,
he said, "by default."
The level of psychiatric care varies between
homes, but psychiatrists usually are not on staff,
but rather on call and may do visiting rounds
once a month, caseworkers say. Clients can get
regular medications, but they will not get the
more specialized psychiatric care of a hospital.
The nursing homes earn their Medicaid money
when they take on these most difficult cases,
Bothe said. But he fears there is little incentive
"other than their own conscience" for facilities
to move stabilized patients toward independent
living. In the industry, he said, stabilized patients
are called "easy keepers."
The county public administrator's offices
charged with overseeing many of the cases in the
nursing homes have more than they can handle.
The two deputy case managers in Killian's
office — Landucci and Becky Hutton — between
them manage some 300 guardianship cases.
They visit each of their cases at least once a
year and review treatment plans at least four
times a year, Killian said. Some nursing homes
are better than others, but the choices are usually
few. They might reach out to 40 homes and get
one reply back offering to take someone in.
Just recently, Hutton told Gamargo, she got to
meet Gamargo's son while she traveled among
some of the farther-flung facilities to check on
distant wards under the Jackson County office's
guardianship.
They had only 10 minutes together, Hutton said,
and other residents with needs were hovering over
them, anxious and persistent.
"He is so young," Hutton said. "A cutie." He
pleaded for a chance at some talk therapy, something the nursing home would have to contract out,
shesaid, and staff said it would be available to him.
But will they? And will he take it? Assurances
are fleeting.
Wentric Williams II operates Kansas City's busiest nursing home with locked wings for people
with severe mental illness.
He sweeps through the men's unit at
Bridgewood Health Care Center, where residents
cluster in the sparse hallways, inside on what is a
beautiful day on the outside.

PARK
Continued from Page 1
The park, which will eventually
include bike trails, a baseball diamond, playground, concession stand,
tennis court, basketball court, pickle
ball courts, restrooms and landscaping is estimated to cost between $5
and $6 million.
Trustee Micah Summers said he is
excited to get the ball rolling on the
development of the park.
“We’ve had this thing sitting in
the hopper for quite some time. We
created the non profit for Schon Park
right around the time I came on the
board and we have been aggressive
with our budget, but because the state
doesn’t have money for grants for
parks we have to start finding money
to complete this project,” he said. “We
live in a great community with great
businesses and I think they will step
up to the plate and support the park.”
Prior to authorizing the contract for
the fundraising campaign, trustees
revisited the final re-design for Schon
Park Phase II. This particular phase of
the project involves the construction
of the parking lot, playground area

CITY
Continued from Page 1
“Honestly, we know during the
summer months, there’s not going to
be enough parking. Essentially, it is
park overflow,” he said.
If approved, this change order
would be included in the public safe-

“Junior Campers” (7th through 12th
grade) an overnight campout.
The week-long day camps begin in
June and continue through July. Camp
registration opened in March and
already half of the camp sessions are
filled up. There is still space for kindergarteners, 1st and 2nd grade (July session), 3rd and 4th grade (July session),
and Junior Camp (7th through 12th
grade). Those interested in registering
their child up for Discovery Camp may
do so at www.TheNatureInstitute.org
or by calling 466-9930.
Tuition includes the registration
fee, a TNI camp t-shirt, take home
crafts, educational curriculum, guest
speakers and a Friday family program and where campers show off
what they have learned for the week.
More information on TNI’s
“Discovery Day Camp” can be
found at www.TheNatureInstitute.
org or by calling (618)-466-9930.
and restrooms at a cost of approximately $1.8 million according to budget estimates from the engineering
firm, TWM, that is doing the design
work.
Rob DiConcini, TWM, said his company seeks grants to help offset the
cost of the some of the construction.
“We are going to apply for a
$300,000 grant from the Metro
East Park and Recreation District,”
DiConcini said.
DiConcini said the recreation district has already obligated approximately $600,000 to projects and has
$700,000 left.
“We want to get the grant in as
soon as possible because it is a firstcome-first-serve grant program,” he
said. “Once we succeed in securing
the funding we have 36 months to
finish the project.”
Bowden said while there is still discussion about some of the park plans,
there will be no major changes that
would affect the grant.
“We still plan on holding some
public information meetings with the
neighbors of the park and look for
public input on the plans for the
park,” Bowden said. “This will finalize the plans but we will still be able
to proceed with the grant application.”
ty facility plan. The facility is anticipated to be completed this fall.
Discussion came to a close and
all aldermen voted unanimously in
favor of the order.
It will be reviewed again at
Tuesday’s City Council meeting.
For more information about the
public safety facility, visit the city
of Edwardsville’s website at www.
cityofedwardsville.com.

FESTIVAL
Continued from Page 1
Below is the entertainment schedule for the Strawberry Festival:
10 a.m. -11 a.m.: Paul Jarvis
11 a.m. - noon: Sheltered Reality Drum line
Noon -1 p.m.: Elizabeth Lakamp and the appearance by Izzie and Lizzie
Gateway Grizzlies Mascots
1 p.m. -2 p.m.: Instruments of Faith
2 p.m. -3 p.m.: Jake Gutzler and friend

VILLAGE
Continued from Page 1
In 2015 a group started an unsuccessful petition drive to place a referendum on the ballot calling for the dissolution of the 25-year-old park district.
At that time, opponents of CARD said even with the dissolution of the
taxing district, taxpayers would be on the hook for nearly $45 million in debt.

